Y7 ‘Year Ahead’ Evening
Information for Students and Parents
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Introduction
This guide is to assist parents and students to develop and real learning partnership with the academy.
Habits and routines that children develop in their first year in secondary school will stay with them
throughout their school lives. Time spent getting it right early on is an investment that will save endless
time, upset and headaches in the long run. It is hoped that this guide will give parents and students the
skills and confidence to enable us all to ‘get it right’ from the start.

Year 6 top 10 worries about starting secondary school
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Being Bullied
Not making friends
Getting lost
Homework
Not being able to do the work
Getting to school and back
Not having the right books and equipment
Not knowing what to do if there is a problem
Not getting on with teachers
Getting into trouble

How can you help as a parent?
When a child makes the step from Primary to Secondary school they are expected to cope with a variety of new
changes and experiences, many of which demand skills and abilities they have never had to use before. The problem
is that these skills do not spontaneously develop in children in the summer before they begin the new term at
secondary school. So these skills need to be taught and the children need support in developing them.
Most parents would like to help reassure them of these changes, and support them in developing the skills they
need, but they feel they lack the information and expertise to do so. For many of us our own experience of
secondary school is all we have to go on.
From the list above the top few worries from Year 6 are really ‘Social’ concerns, and although common most children
report that they are no longer worried about them 1-2 weeks into the new term. The remaining ones are nearly all to
do with organisational demands that they know will be placed upon them. These are the areas where we can help
the most.
The aim of this guide is to provide you with the information you need to help your child to achieve independence,
while supporting them in getting there. To achieve the balance of doing too much or too little for your child is hard –
a useful rule of thumb is:

‘never do anything regularly for your child that they are capable of
doing for themselves’.
This guide hopes to outline exactly the information you need to help your child succeed and provides many practical
tips and ideas to help the children develop the skills for success.
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Problems Children may Experience and what to do about them
Falling out with friends
This is common as children form new friendships and new ‘pecking orders’ are established. Give advice but don’t
over-react – the tears and anger are normal and most friendship patterns sort themselves out without adults getting
involved. Contact the school if your child becomes depressed or severely withdrawn over this for more than a couple
of weeks, or if you suspect that what is happening may be bullying.
The hallmarks of bullying are intentional (a deliberate attempt to make someone unhappy); persistence 9i.e. an ongoing ‘campaign’, not isolated incidents or arguments about specific issues), and an imbalance of power (if the
perpetrators are older, bigger, more powerful or if they are operating as a group against an individual)
The school has an Anti-Bullying Policy and this can be found on the school website under the drop down menu
‘About us – Policies and Procedures’

For further in school assistance with any of these issues the child’s Form Tutor, Head of House or one of the Student
Anti-Bullying Ambassadors will offer additional support.
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Worrying about particular lessons or feeling picked on or disliked by certain teachers
Try to find out exactly what your child is worried about or why they dislike a certain teacher or subject. If it is
because the work is too hard (or too easy) try to spend some time working with them on the subject. It does take
time for new teachers to find out an individual’s strengths and weaknesses. Contact school if your child continues to
find work too easy or too hard after half a term or so.
If it is because they feel ‘picked on’ it may be the teacher’s individual style which your child is taking personally. It is a
life-skill to learn that you won’t get on with everyone you have to work with and a pragmatic approach is to be
recommended. Advise them to smile a lot at the teacher and see if this makes a difference. Make sure homework is
done well for this subject. Try not to run down the teacher in front of the child, this invariably makes the problem
worse.
Contact your child’s Form Tutor if the problem continues. Ask to meet with the teacher concerned if necessary and
talk to them about the problem. Many teachers are not evn aware there is a problem. You do not have to tell your
child you have done this – they are often amazed by how ‘nice’ Mr X has suddenly become….

Losing belongings
This is very common for children with organisational difficulties. (and very expensive for parents). Ensure that all
items of clothing have names on them, especially PE kit.
Ensure they have routines for getting organised but your child’s Form Tutor may be able to assist by providing
‘Checks’ at key times and they can be very creative in supporting your child towards independence in school.
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Uniform
Tips for Parents
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Encourage your child to hang up their uniform straight away after school
Decide on responsibilities. For example, who irons the shirts? Who puts them away?
If your child is very disorganised check items one by one, or give a checklist at first.
Encourage your child to put everything out (including shoes, socks or tights, and underwear) the night
before. There’s much more time in the evening for finding odd socks.
Have a system for making sure that clothes are clean and ready – the earlier children start to take
responsibility the better, but whoever does it, both parties must know ‘the system’.
If your child regularly loses or forgets essential items firstly have spares at home (PE socks) and if you can
afford to try to give spares to the Pastoral Team or the form tutor (e.g. PE shorts, trainers) It will prevent
panic at 5 minutes before the bus is due to arrive!
It is a good idea to have a timetable displayed for your child to see where they have days coming up when
they need extra items. Colour code them for the days when the child needs their PE Kit, ingredients for Food
Technology or their apron for Art/Technology.

Key Tasks for Students
•
•
•

Know the school rules regarding uniform (including jewellery and make-up)
Make sure everything is put out the evening before ready for school the next day
Make sure full PE kit is taken on the days it is needed

For information the uniform requirements are given again below
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

School Tie - These must be clip on and are unique to the school.
Shirt - Plain white school shirt worn tucked in.
School Blazer - These are the official blazers with the school logo on.
Trousers/Skirts - Plain dark grey
Girls can wear skirts that are of a decent length and are just above the knee, and not rolled up at the top.
Socks/Tights - Plain black or grey. Tights may be worn but they must be plain black
Shoes - Plain black with no logos or brand names. Boots, trainers and plimsolls are not allowed. Shoes
must have low heels.

Timetable
Tips for Parents
•
•
•
•

Get a copy of your child’s timetable (it will usually be given to each child on their first day) Keep this on
display so that you and your child can refer to it
Encourage your child to learn what lessons they have on which days so that they can become independent.
Remember that Lightcliffe operates a two week timetable so you need to know which week we are in
Make sure your child knows where to go or what to do if they are late or get lost.
Buy your child a watch.

Key Tasks for Students
•
•
•
•
•

Know what lessons take place on which days as quickly as you can
Know which week we are operating in
Know where the classrooms for each lesson are
Understand the timetable
Get to the lessons on time – especially after breaks and lunch times
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Equipment
Tips for Parents
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Help your child organise their living space so that they have a place for everything to do with school. Try to
make sure they have access to a desk, good light and storage space for their school books
Equip them with the tools they need at home. It’s best to get 2 sets of everything – one for school and one
for home, so that losing a pen at school does not stop them doing their homework
o A useful home toolkit consists of
▪ Pens – Including a ‘Green’ Pen
▪ Pencils
▪ Rubber
▪ Sharpener
▪ Crayons
▪ Felt-pens
▪ Ruler
▪ Maths calculator - (Casio FX-83 GT or similar).
▪ Maths Equipment – (Protractor, compass, set square)
▪ Sellotape
▪ Glue stick
▪ Paper – Lined & Plain
▪ Spare files
▪ Plastic wallets
▪ Spare plug-in memory stick
▪ Box files
Teach them a routine for ‘emptying their bag’. Any subjects for which homework is required can be got out
and checked for completion
o Do this with your child at first but encourage them gradually to take over.
o Even when your child has got it , do spot checks every so often.
Encourage your child to glue any work into their books at the appropriate place otherwise the sheer volume
of paper becomes impossible
When homework is complete supervise the packing of the bag to begin with. This is best done the night
before.
Use the displayed timetable as a checklist for the books they need to take on certain days – This can be
written on the top of each day
Encourage your child to check ‘Classcharts’ and their timetable for any reminders each night. It is worth
double checking this to begin with.
If your child has Food Technology on a certain day, check at the beginning of the week whether they need
ingredients – searching through the cupboards on the morning 10 minutes before the bus leaves is ot
recommended!

Key Tasks for Students
•
•
•
•
•

Have a good system for keeping books and folders
Know what lessons are on which particular days (Remember the 2 weeks’ timetable)
Know what equipment is needed for which lesson
Get a diary to write down things, important messages and notes if you are forgetful
Have a bag packed for everything needed for that day (Try to pack it the night before)
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Homework
Tips for Parents
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

Agree a routine for homework with your child. Life can be a constant ‘Nag’ if you don’t start this from the
beginning, and then “Stick to it!!”
o Homework becomes more important as the child progresses through school. The habits and routines
they adopt from the start will be what they do until they leave.
A good time for homework is after a short break when your child returns from school. Get it out of the way
early, leaving the rest of the evening free. Who wants to start work at 7pm?
It is a good idea to agree with your child from the beginning that TV, other activities, phone calls, Snapchat,
Facebook, etc. will only be possible after homework is done.
Many children will say that listening to music helps them concentrate and do their work.Agree whether this
is allowed.
o However most people cannot give full concentration on two things at the same time, so listening to
their favourite song means they are not giving their undivided attention to their work. However the
important thing is to make an agreement and stick to it.
Be prepared to invest time at first – for example for a set time each day to help with homework until the
routine is established. It will be time well spent.
Make sure the advice above about organising a space is taken into consideration.
Check with school if you notice that your child appears to regularly to be having difficulty with homework
Ensure that homework is completed on the night it is set to prevent build-up
Recognise how hard it is to work unsupervised. Help your child structure their time and use it usefully.
Provide a clock/timer to agree how long tasks need to be done by e.g. half hour period. Try to be available to
do progress checks to see if they have completed the work in the set time. Otherwise leave them to it –
don’t establish a pattern of always doing homework with them – it’s unsustainable and the child will not
learn valuable lessons in how to work independently.
Make sure they always write the date and title and that they clearly label it as homework.
Point out the benefits of working in this way so that homework does not drag on all night.
Don’t let children struggle on for longer than the recommended time. If they have done half an hour and
only done half of the work let them stop. If they are worried about the consequences write a note on their
homework confirming the correct amount of time was spent on the task.
If children are stuck offer support but do not do it for them.
o Encourage your child to ask for assistance in the lesson if they haven’t understood the task, it’s too
late by the time they get home.
Encourage them to write down exactly what the teacher says (not ‘finish stuff in book’ – they’ll have
forgotten what ‘stuff’ is by the time they are home.)
o If you and your child really cannot work out what has to be completed try ringing a friend from the
group, or email the teacher asking for clarification as soon as possible.
If there is a problem with the level of the work it is important let and it is consistently too difficult or too
easy the teacher must know this.
Check that your child has given homework in and, if they have not check why and encourage them to write
down when they need to give it in.
Take an interest in the marks and comments on the homework your child gets back – celebrate success and
give the clear message that homework is valuable and important.
Homework may not be automatically valued by the children. Many will never do it and appear ‘to get away
it’. Be very wary of excuses your child will use. They will accumulate many new ideas for excuses over the
first few weeks and only some will be genuine.
o If an excuse is given check it out with the school, and ensure your child still does the homework as
soon as the problem is sorted out. If you do this the first few times the ‘excuses’ will lessen but if
they are successful in getting out of homework in this way to start with, they will carry on and it
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•

becomes very hard to re-establish good patterns later on when homework becomes crucial to
examination grades.
If your child is consistently not getting homework when they should do contact the school

Key Tasks for Students
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Write down your homework when it is given so you don’t forget it.
Record the date on which it needs to be handed in
If you are forgetful get a diary to record each days homework.
Ask for more details if you are not sure what the task means and checking with the teacher if you are not
sure what books you will need.
Make sure you bring home everything you need to complete the homework.
When you get home check ‘Classcharts’ and what you have written down to remind you of what you have to
do.
Work by yourself to complete tasks and spend the correct amount of time on each. Always get used to doing
your best without someone standing over you.
Ask for help if it is difficult, or you don’t understand something
Take your completed homework into school on the correct day
Remember to hand it in!
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Behaviour for Learning Habits and Expectations
First Time Every Time
▪

Work hard -

Endeavour

▪

Never give up -

Endeavour

▪

Be on task all of the time -

Aspiration

▪

Full Uniform -

Dignity

▪

Equipment Dignity
o Black/Blue / Green Pen
o Pencil
o Ruler
o ‘Drop Everything And Read’ (DEAR) Book
o Lesson Specific – Books/ PE Kit/ Food ingredients/ etc.
o Scientific Calculator - (Casio FX-83 GT or similar, is the preferred model)

▪

On time (within 5 minutes of the clock on computer) - Endeavour

▪

No Touching (personal space) - Respect

▪

No answering back -

▪

Homework complete with endeavour and on time - Aspiration & Endeavour

Respect

Student Lesson Habits and Expectations
First Time Every Time
▪

T - Track the speaker -

▪

E - Equipment and Books and on the desk (DEAR Book as well) - Endeavour

▪

A - Answer without hands up -

▪

C - Communicate in full sentences - Aspiration

▪

H - Hands up for silence -

Respect

Service

Respect
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Key Dates for the Year Ahead
Below are the key dates for the year ahead in order for you to help effectively plan the year

Half Term 1





Week beginning 21st September 2017 – Baseline Testing
Tuesday 17th October 2017 – Progress Report Card 1 (Attitude’s to Learning (ATL’s) ONLY).
Late October - Baseline Testing Results
Monday 30th October 2017 – Half Term Week.

Half Term 2





Wednesday 15th November 2017 – School Photos.
Week beginning 20th November 2017 - Whole School Assessment Week 1
Thursday 21st December 2017 – Progress Report Card 2 (Predicted grades & ATL’s).
Monday 25th December 2017 – Christmas Holidays (2 Weeks).

Half Term 3
 Wednesday 24th January 2018 – Y7 Parents Evening
 Monday 19th February 2018 – Half Term Week.

Half Term 4
 Week beginning 12th March 2018 - Whole School Assessment Week 2.
 Monday 2nd April 2018 – Easter Holidays (2 Weeks).

Half Term 5
 Monday 23rd April 2018 – Progress Report Card 3 (Predicted Grades, and ATL’s).
 Monday 28th May 2018 – Half Term Week.

Half Term 6
 Wednesday 27th June 2018 – Progress Report Card 4 (Predicted Grades, and ATL’s), and explanation
of GL Exams.
 Friday 29th June - Year 7 Assembly - Exam Protocols for GL Exams.
 Monday 2nd-5th July – Year 7 GL Exams and end of year assessments.
 End of the school day Friday 20th July - School closes for summer.
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Study Information
Study facilities at home
This is obviously an individual preference, but perhaps an ideal would be a student’s own private space that they can
control and feel comfortable in. This might be their study or bedroom or possibly a shared area with others. The
important factor is that it is quiet with minimal distractions. We understand that that this is not always possible and
sometimes compromises have to be made. The minimum requirement is that a student should be able to work in a
warm room at a table under good lighting. Some students claim to be able to do certain kinds of work with
background music, but those who attempt to “work” with their books on their knees in front of the television are
simply wasting their time. Working with others may be necessary in some homes but the level of concentration
needed for serious work should not be underestimated.
10 top Tips for helping your child learn.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Children need a place to do their homework
Keep Pens, pencils and calculators handy.
Get a dictionary so your child can dip into it
Help them but don’t do their homework for them
Every so often go through their books with them.
Put learning into practice – shopping, reading, choosing phone tariffs, etc.
Go out and about – learn together. Let your child plan the trip
Watch out for TV programmes that have something to do with school.
Breakfast gives them energy to learn
Educational games, books and things to do on the internet make learning enjoyable.
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Attendance & Punctuality

Attendance and Punctuality
We expect all students to arrive at school between 8.20 a.m. – 8.35 a.m. so that they are prompt for Period 1 that
begins at 8.40 a.m. Students will be expected to attend assemblies), they will have an individual Learning
Conservation with their tutor during form times. Subject teachers spend a great deal of time preparing lessons and
are entitled to expect students to arrive punctually. Lateness to lessons will not be tolerated in the school. Dental
and medical appointments should be made outside of school hours and no holidays will be permitted during termtime. Leave for non-medical emergencies must be requested to the Principal well ahead of any planned absence and
is only granted in extreme circumstances.
Attendance is crucial:

Research suggests that 17 missed school days a year = GCSE grade DROP in achievement.
(DfES)]

The greater the attendance the greater the achievement!
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Contact with School
Generally the first contact in school should be the Form Tutor. After this the Pastoral Leaders or Heads of House will
be the persons responsible for the welfare of your child. These Pastoral Leaders are:
SLT with responsibility for Behaviour and Safety is Mr N Collins
Head of Pastoral Care and Designated Safeguarding Lead is Mrs L Phillips
Deputy Designated Safeguarding Lead is Miss D Hancock
Attendance Officer is Mrs D Fenwick
Heads of House are
Mrs JacksonMr Clarke Mr Truelove Mr Lamb Miss Williams Mr Simpson -

Aquilla
Corvus
Delphinus
Lacerta
Pavo
Tucana

Parents’ Evening and Moving on Evenings provide opportunities to meet the student’s subject teaching staff as well
as the Pastoral staff and SLT. By prior appointment, the Achievement Directors, subject teachers and form tutors are
also available for meetings during the year. Please do contact us if you have any questions or concerns regarding any
aspect of school life.
However if you wish to contact school at any other time then please do not hesitate to call school on
01422 201028. Teachers can also be contacted by email and the central email is admin@lightcliffeacademy.co.uk
Individual staff can also be contacted by using the same email but replacing ‘admin’ by the first initial and their
surname. E.g Mr A Bemrose can be contacted at school via abemrose@lightcliffeacadeny.co.uk

Parents Evening
Due to the large numbers of students and the fact that your child now has several teachers parents evenings are
organised differently in secondary schools.
Parents evenings are an important time when you can meet staff and discuss your child’s progress. They are always
valued by staff and they view them as an essential part of the triangle of support for your child.
The date of Y7 Parents Evening is Wednesday 24th January 2018
The way that appointments are made is on a web-site electronically.
This can be accessed via the drop-down menu on the Lightcliffe Academy Homepage.
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This then leads to the bookings page and you will be given login details closer to the evening and then you can
register, and book appointments with each of your child’s teachers.

Most appointments are for 10 minutes approximately and you will need to allow some time for finding and moving
between the teachers. Try to book as many teachers as possible especially if there are any issues that you need to
raise with them.
On the evening you will be met at the door by our pastoral staff and guided to sign in and then enter the areas
where the staff will meet you individually. The majority of staff will have individual tables in the main school hall
while others are in the gully and the bistro adjacent to the main hall. Each teacher will have their names displayed.
On the night appointments rarely run exactly to time so be prepared for some waiting around. If you don’t get to see
who you were hoping to you can always make an alternative appointment.
It is always a good idea to take your child with you in order to hear what their teachers say, but also to guide you and
find the teachers you have arranged to meet.
You will have a possibility to meet with the Pastoral Leaders either formally or informally if you wish to get an
overview of how your child is settling in generally. Jot down any questions or concerns before the meeting.
Finally don’t feel daunted, all new parents feel exactly the same , but just remember everyone is only trying to
support your child the best way they can.
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Teaching and Learning Model
At Lightcliffe lessons are based around a Teaching and Learning Model which is designed to help students make
maximum progress. This model is outlined below
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Presentation of Work
The presentation of work is essential to setting the correct high standards expected at Lightcliffe Academy. Many of
the standard ‘old fashioned’ methods still apply, such as writing in pen, drawing in pencil, underlining and labelling
diagrams with a ruler, etc. However, below is a pictorial representation of all of the additional elements we expect
students to follow. Furthermore marking will be completed with both red and purple pen. Red is usually for correct
work but Purple will need the child to complete some element of work and show they have improved their first
piece of work – PURPLE FOR PROGRESS. The student will need to respond with their green pen and improve the
work - GREEN FOR GROWTH
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Reports
At Lightcliffe Academy you hopefully will appreciate the amount of information that is provided for you concerning
your child’s progress. At 5 times during the year you will receive a report card similar to those shown below. Some
will indicate just Attitudes to learning (ATL’s), while others later in the year will show these and progress in all
subjects (also see below). The key dates for these are

Half Term 1
 Tuesday 17th October 2017 – Progress Report Card 1 (Attitude’s to Learning (ATL’s) ONLY).

Half Term 2
 Thursday 21st December 2017 – Progress Report Card 2 (Progress grades & ATL’s).

Half Term 5
 Monday 23rd April 2018 – Progress Report Card 3 (Progress Grades, and ATL’s).

Half Term 6
 Wednesday 27th June 2018 – Progress Report Card 4 (Progress Grades, and ATL’s).
They will also show attendance data and punctuality in school

April 2018
John Brown
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KS3 Attitudes to Learning Descriptors Sept 2017
Respect
Your child is always well behaved, respectful and tolerant
to both staff and students.

Expected
Standard

S/he actively models excellent behaviour, is always
courteous and promotes a positive image.

S/he actively participates in group work.

Uniform is always worn correctly without exception.

S/he is able to lead his/her own learning and work independently.

(1)

(2)

(3)

S/he revises thoroughly for assessments and this is clearly
evidenced through test scores
S/he always meets deadlines and seeks help from staff when
and if required.
S/he exceeds expectations by working independently to extend
learning and/or reads round the subject to address gaps or
extend understanding.

S/he can be distracted and distract others, which can
result in comments/detentions for low level disruption.

S/he demonstrates some enthusiasm and resilience but doesn’t
always put full effort into work, as shown by: inconsistent
presentation of work; a poor response to tasks.

Assessment outcomes indicate low quality revision. S/he needs
to use make use of key revision techniques in order to meet the
expected standard.

Behaviour impacts negatively on learning and that of
others.

S/he has to be prompted on occasions to ‘stick at it’ and remain
positive when the going gets tough.

Sometimes, homework presented lacks appropriate depth that
could have been demonstrated had your child consulted staff or
used other resources.

S/he on occasions needs reminding about school uniform
requirements.

For SEND: given their individual needs your child shows the
following attributes: completes work but not always to the best of
their ability, demonstrates some willingness to learn but doesn’t
attempt to participate in group discussions.
Your child often requires teacher intervention to stay on task.

Your child consistently displays poor behaviour. Respect
for others and our community is not upheld.

Inadequate

Homework
Your child always completes homework to a high standard.

For SEND: given their individual needs your child shows the
following attributes: completes work to the best of their ability,
takes direction from staff and shows a willingness to learn and
participate in group activities.
Your child sometimes requires teacher intervention to remain on
task.

Your child is well behaved for the majority of the time but
on occasions needs reminding about courtesy, tolerance,
respect of others and our community.

Not yet at the
Expected
Standard

Endeavour
Your child always displays the following attributes: completes
work to the best of their ability, shows absolute resilience and is
extremely enthusiastic in learning.

S/he significantly disrupts learning which has a
detrimental effect on the learning of the class. S/he will
often get removed from lessons, receive detentions and
spend time in RFI.
S/he persistently arrives at school with incorrect uniform.

S/he demonstrates no real or sustained desire to engage in
learning.

More effort is required in completing homework in order to
meet the Expected Standard.

Homework deadlines are sometimes missed.

Your child makes little or no effort with homework or revision
for assessments.
Homework deadlines are regularly missed.

Very little effort is put into work.
For SEND: given their individual needs your child shows consistent
refusal to engage with the lesson and rarely completes work.

* Students will display the majority of characteristics within any chosen descriptor.
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Example of Progress card
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Sanctions and Rewards
Lightcliffe Academy employ a pyramid type system for both Sanctions and Rewards. This is designed to reward many
students with achievement points but challenge behaviour when it disrupts the learning of others. These will be
communicated to parents by way of ‘Classcharts’ so you have an up to date record of any Achievement Points and
Behaviour Marks that students have been given in real time.

Class Charts
Class Charts is the new student and parent homework and communication app that we have launched this
year.
By now all students should have had their login via their form tutor and should have downloaded the app
on their phone/tablet/computer.
Parents should have recieved their logins and passwords with an accompanying letter detailing how it all
works. The web link, in case you want to view it on a PC, is www.classcharts.com/parent
Below is a few screen shots of what you will see as a parent about your child’s homework and behaviour.
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Foldr (Remote Access to School Files)
Foldr is the new replacement for the FROG learning platform. Students can access the ‘Digital Resource
Library’ from home and use a multitude of resources on there for each subject to help with revision.
To access Foldr type in the following web address:

https://foldr.lightcliffeacademy.co.uk/

This is the screen that should appear in your web browser:

The username and password are the same ones used to access the school computers in school.
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Revision Tips – How to Revise!
Below are a few ways, in which research has proven, is the best ways to revise. Try a few different ways to see what works for you!!
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Exemplar Revision Timetable
Here are a few exemplar revision timetables that models what successful students do!
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Here is an example of a Pin Board that a student has created surrounding their revision!
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Blank Revision Template (Sample)
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Useful Subject Specific Revision Tools
Below are some useful revision tools that Subject Leaders have recommended you use or purchase.

English (Language & Literature):
Best tools:
 BBC Bitesize
 Mr Bruff’s YouTube Videos
 nfs.sparksnotes.com
BBC Bitesize has revision exercises on every topic.
Mr Bruff’s videos give you a short 10 minute visual revision guide to poems and literature texts.
No Fear Shakespeare website gives analysis of the Macbeth text and a copy of the text with ‘modern
English’ translation.

Maths:
Best tools:
 Foldr
 www.hegartymaths.com
 www.corbettmaths.com
 www.mrbartonmaths.com

Recommended
Maths Calculator

Students can access all of the past exam papers, mark schemes and other worksheets via Foldr.
The other websites give you videos, worksheets and answers for various key topics that you would need. A
particular favourite is the ‘5 a day’ section of Corbett Maths.

Science:
Best tools:
 BBC Bitesize – GCSE Science
 CGP Revision Guides
 CGP Online (You can only use this if you have bought a revision guide)
The CGP revision guides are be purchased from Mr Brown (Head of Science) at a cost of £3 each.

Geography:
Best tools:
 Cool Geography Website
 Foldr
The website gives students quizzes, PowerPoints and other support materials. A wide range of support
materials are available on the schools website (Foldr)

Ancient History:
Best tool: www.ocr.org.uk
Students can access all the past exam papers, mark schemes and support materials for various topic areas
to help with revision.
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History:
Best tools:
 BBC Bitesize

ICT:
Best tools:
 Foldr
 Edexcel Revision Guide
All class resources are available on Foldr.
Revision guides can be purchased from Mrs Harwood (Head of ICT) at a cost of £2.50 each.
IMPORTANT: We discourage students from using the internet to research information as all of our
resources are specifically tailored to the Edexcel GCSE ICT course that students are studying.

Modern Foreign Languages:
Best tools:
 www.languagesonline.org.uk
 BBC Bitesize

Food Technology:
Best tools:
 BBC Bitesize
 www.foodafactoflife.org.uk
Both websites above give you revision activities, tests and online support materials.

PE:
Best tools:
 www.mypeexam.org
 www.teachpe.com
 BBC Bitesize – GCSE Physical Education OCR
Each student has their own login and password for mypeexam.org. If they have forgotten their password
they should contact their class teacher.

Technology (RM, Graphics & Textiles)
Best tools:
 www.technologystudent.com
 BBC Bitesize:
o www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/resistantmaterials
o www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/design/graphicdesign
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